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•    To help people living near or
below the poverty line in India to
earn an income with dignity

•    To providepeople in need with the
tools and training to start a market-
driven enterprise

•    To replicate our tried and tested
programmes elsewhere in India
where there is a need

•    To innovate and develop our
programmes to ensure the best
outcomes and impact for our
beneficiaries

About Nirdhan 

info@nirdhan.org
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•    Beneficiaries first: listening and
responding to needs, providing
practical support and acting with
humility

•    Fostering independence:
promoting self- respectand self-
reliance

•    Integrity: being honest,
transparent and living by our policies

•    Determination: being resilient and
never giving up

Goals Values 

Our vision is a world where
everyone can create
opportunities for themselves and
earn a livelihood in a dignified
way

Nirdhan’s mission is to empower
the poorest to create livelihoods,
boost income and inspire
permanent change in their lives

Mission Vision



Mr.Shouryabrata Mandal 
Mr.Sundaresan Radhakrishnan 
Mrs.Nupur Vaswani 
Mr.Krupakaran Satish David 
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Profile 

Founder/ Chairman
Mr. Vasant Subramanyan 

Directors 

General Manager 

Mr. Jogeshwar Rao 

Head of Livelihood
Programmmes 
Mrs. Chandrani Banerjee 

Head of Finance 
Mr. Aloke Saha 

General Assistant 
Mr. Habibuddin Reza 

Nirdhan was founded in 2011 as an Indian charity. The Indian Board
of Directors and three executives are responsible for governance,
strategy and operations.

"I am delighted to be a part of the high performing team at Nirdhan.
What truly gives me peace and happiness is the journey that we have
completed so far in 10 years and uplifted the poorest of the poor from
poverty and gave them life-long means and support for livelihoods.

As part of the core management team, I am obliged to have been given
such important responsibilities. My team's support and dedication
has led us to our success so far and I hope to go miles ahead in the
future."
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Executive Summaries 
Greetings from West Bengal!

We have had a tumultuous year; the ongoing Covid pandemiccontinues to
gut rural economies as migrant workers are finding it harder to get back to
previous livelihoods in urban settings.These have now crumbled underthe
onslaught of the first wave and now the second wave of the pandemic in
India. We are very concernedwith the possibility of a third wave and the
Government both at the Centre and at the State (West Bengal) level are
rapidly augmenting capacities for healthcare and vaccinations. India is a
vast country. The Government seeks to have over 90% of its adult
population vaccinated by December of 2021 – an incredibletask with a
population of over 1.35 billion persons! In West Bengal, Ms. MamataBanerjee
and her TMC party have secured her third iteration of a very strong
mandate in the elections and will reign until 2026.
Post the destruction of Cyclone Amphanin May 2020 and CycloneYaas in
May 2021, the Costal and neighbouring areas have been hit hard. Most of
the areas where we work have not been badly affected though the levels of
poverty all around due to the economic hit of Covid and the terribleweather
has hurt a lot of livelihoods putting more stress on those who live below the
povertyline.

However, those who have been part of our programmes have fared a lot betterthan most as they have
steady and secure secondary income streams thanks to the Poultry Development Services Programme as
well as those who participate in our Agri-management Services Programme which has seen a stronguptake
of produceat good rates.

As an organisation we have been able to successfully reshapein spite of the shrinkage of our budgetsfrom
Shivia due to Covid. We have embraced the reality of lower funds and still made a great impact. That itself fills
my heart with joy and this would not have been possible withoutthe support of the entire team which pulls
strongly in a unified direction in a fiscally sensibleas well as sensitive manner.

The skies above the state of West Bengal fill with the life-giving monsoonclouds. Our AMS farmers are looking
forwardto a strong autumn harvest.Our Poultry Farmers
however look up and hope that too much flooding does not happen as chickens like dry feet.They are now
looking for our duck rollout which happens during this time of the year!

Hope is the only beacon that lights up these grim days. We thank each and every one of you who donates to
us, and
keep the beacon of hope shiningstrong, guiding us on our mission to help those less fortunate than us.

Vasant Subramanyan 
Overview and Governance  
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Executive Summaries 
I was delighted to be appointed as Shivia’s Lead Consultant in India in
December to oversee all operations as the organisation expands beyond
West Bengal. We could hardly have imagined the year we have had only
one year ago: Covid lockdowns throughout the country including West
Bengal where we have our main operations, Gujarat and Rajasthan where
we have started working with SAATH and Odisha where I have been
travelling to research NGOs to partner with to replicate our Poultry
Development Services, Agri-management Services and Goat farming
Programmes if desirable.

In West Bengal, the lockdowns startedon 24th March 2020; the rules were
extremely strict which made it impossible for our field team to move
around in the villages, and hence we could not distribute any toolkits in
our Poultry Programme nor enrol any farmers into our Agri-management
Services Programme. On 20th May 2020, West Bengal was hit by Super
CycloneAmphan; all five of our locations sufferedfrom the destruction and 

Jogeshwar Rao 
Operations

many of our farmers’ house’s roofs were blown away, crops destroyed and livestock killed. Despite these
challenges, I am happy to report that we have distributed 11,606 toolkits to 1,342 existing farmers and
enrolled 1,778 new farmers in our AMS programme. We have a l s o m a d e 4 6 5 f a r m e r s independent of
us in our PoultryProgramme which was a priority set at the beginning of the year by the UK Board. The
Nirdhan field team worked extremely hard to ensure that the toolkits and training were delivered to the
farmersas usual despite the logistical challenges of restrictions and social distancing practices. We also
provided the field team with PPE kits including face masks, gloves, hand sanitisers; their safety was
imperative as well as setting an example to villagers who did not necessarily follow Covid practices being
put in place. When the team could not distribute toolkits and provide training, we gained permission for
them to move around and help with the Government’s efforts to distribute Covid and non-Covid products
such as rice and dal to the village people. We also trained local village ladies to make masks for both an
income and to distribute to the villagers.

2020-21 was the final year for the Goat FarmingProgramme due to concernsover the fundraising landscape.
The decisionwas made to focus on our core programmes to take forward with Nirdhan. We documented all
our knowledge and experience from 2016 into a manual so that we can reintroduce the Programme in
future either in West Bengal or elsewhere. We spent the year phasingout the Programme so that all current
341 goat farmers completed their cycle of training and were able to operate independently with herd sizes
of 8-10 goats. Sadly, five Livelihood Service Providers from our Goat FarmingProgramme were made
redundant but whenwe expand again in future, their hope is to rejoin the Nirdhan team as they have prior
experience in poultry and agriculture too.

Since October, we have also worked with SAATH to train 180 beauticians across Gujarat and Rajasthan and
we piloted a Cooks Trainingprogramme for twentyyoung women in Gujarat so they can earn a livelihood
with dignity. Shivia had workedwith SAATH previously to train plumbers,masons, electricians and
carpenters. I travelled to Gujarat and Rajasthan twice to see the progress of the programme and was
impressed by the qualityof the training and the difference it made to the Beautypreneurs’ businesses in
terms of revenue and
quality of service. I was lucky enough to open the Cooks TrainingCentre and try some of the delicious global
cuisines that the women cooked despiteno previous knowledgeof how to do so. By the end of the financial
year, SAATH had trained 122 beauticians and five cooks.
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Nirdhan’s work is aligned to the UN Sustainable Development
Goals, specifically:

Goal 1: No poverty
Goal 2: Zero hunger
Goal 4: Quality education
Goal 5: Gender equality
Goal 8:Decent work and economic growth
Goal 12: Responsible consumption and production

Our Presence 
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we currently work in West Bengal 
in the following areas - 

 
 
 

Kanchrapara 
Kolaghat 

Sundia 
Babnan

Krishnanagar 
 
 
 
 
 



Nirdhan was incorporated in August 2011 to deliver livelihood
promotion programs in rural West Bengal. Since then, we have
built up a team of five Directors, four management, five field
supervisors, an agriculture specialist and 34 Livelihood Service
Providers. This is a smaller team than in previous years due to
reducing our Programmes during Covid. 

Nirdhan is a Section 8 Company with FCRA status.

The Foreign Contribution (Regulation) Act, 2010, was amended
in December 2020. All NGOs in India wishing to receive foreign
funds require the FCRA licence. We were delighted that
Nirdhan’s FCRA licence was renewed in 2020 for a further five
years

About Nirdhan 

info@nirdhan.org

www.nirdhan.org 6
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Programme Summaries 
Poultry Development Services 

►Provides the tools and training for women
to start a backyard poultry enterprise with a
view tobecoming independent of us after
three years
►Launched in 2011
► Location: near Kolkata, West Bengal
► Total number of beneficiaries to date:
14,807

Goateries 

►Provides the tools and training for women
to starta backyard goat farming enterprise
with a view to becoming independent of us
after two years
►Launched in 2016
► Location: near Kolkata, West Bengal
► Total number of beneficiaries to date: 371

Agri- Management Services 

►Makes farming affordable and sustainable
for marginalised, smallholders and teaches
responsible, eco-friendly farming
►Launched in 2014
► Location: near Kolkata, West Bengal
► Total number of beneficiaries to date:
5,699



YEAR IN
REVIEW 
Nirdhan Development and Microfinance 

2020-21
8
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April May June

July 

August

October

Following the declaration of a
global pandemic by the
World Health Organisation in
March India was in complete
lock-down by April. Due to
lockdown in India, millions of
migrant workers returned to
the villages and were
desperate for any form of
earning,however, we could
not distribute any PDS
toolkitsor enrol farmers onto
AMS. Instead we mobilised
the our team to repurpose for
Covid relief work and gained
permissions to distribute
basic goods such as masks,
food and sanitary napkins for
women. They also educated
the farmers about Covid,
social distancing and hygienic
practices.

We held a Covid-webinar to
update our supporters about
the situation in India and our
response to it. we resumed our
usual operations after nearly
two months of no activity and
we reached a milestone of
registering 4,000 farmers in
AMS since inception. Later in
the month, tragically Cyclone
Amphan hit West Bengal and
devastated the crops, livestock
and houses of many of our
farmers. Our team were
exemplary and linked farmers
to government support as well
as helped the farmers gain
compensation for their
damaged crops. We revised
the annual plan and made the
decision not to work with any
new farmers in PDS over the
year but to focus efforts on
existing beneficiaries and help
them to recover from lock-
down as well build their path
to independence from us
through the PDS Group Model.

It was a euphoric moment on
1st June when Nirdhan’s FCRA
license was renewed after a
six month delay, enabling
foreign contributions to be
made and for donors to
provide the funds to support
our annual plan. In PDS, we
saw the highest number of
poultry toolkits being
distributed due to huge pent
up demand, devastation form
Cyclone Amphan and more
people returning to the
villages after losing their jobs
in the cities.

Two milestones were reached
in the PDS Group Model
whereby 1,000 farmers were
enrolled since we introduced
the model in 2016 and 500
farmers were able to operate
entirely independently of
Nirdhan with their own
sustainable, poultry
enterprises. We also
introduced the PDS Group
Model at our fifth location,
Krishnagar. In AMS, the first
farmers started to receive
compensation from the
government for the Cyclone
Amphan damage.

We reached a milestone of
distributing 90,000 PDS
toolkits since inception in 2011.
As usual, the monsoon hit
Bengal but we are well
prepared for this each year.

We ran a virtual field trip for
over 150 of our foreign donors,
as all the field trips planned
were cancelled. 

Our COVID relief distributions
continued to gain
momentum  as it was nearing
the festival season.  

September
Our donors from abroad ,
cancelled further events and
trips to India as the COVID
pandemic worsened. 
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November December January 

February 
 

March 

We ran our first major virtual
field trip to West Bengal for
over 150 supporters and the
recording has been watched
by over 200 people since. This
was an example of the
Nirdhan team embracing
technology and providing our
supporters with a wonderful
alternative to real visits to
India. The event greatly
motivated the team and
farmers as well, as we brought
visitors to them through
smart phones. We reached
another milestone in AMS of
registering 5,000 farmers
onto the programme. Local
trains started operating again
in West Bengal for the first
time since March and so it
was possible for families to
commute to and from the
villages.

Joe Rao moved across from
being Nirdhan’s General
Manager to Shivia’s Lead
Consultant in India, overseeing
all our programmes. Farmers
in West Bengal who were still
seeking jobs in the cities
started leaving the villages
slowly. Many others who had
started on our AMS
programme or were able to
work because of the PDS
programme, chose to stay
back to be with their families. 

We carried on with our usual
AMS, PDS and Goateries
programs in as much as we
could owing to the pandemic. 

We not only hit our targets for
the quarter but surpassed
them by a reasonable 20%,
due to slackening of
government restrictions for
the first lockdown .

It seemed that Covid was
under control in India and
society felt back to normal. On
12th February, schools in West
Bengal reopened and our
farmers started sending their
children back to school and
for in-person private tuition
again. Our programs were
replicated in the neighboring
state of Orissa . Shivia
Livelihoods Foundation
gained its 80G and 12A
licences to be eligible for tax
exemption and for Indian
donors to receive tax
deductions too. 

 Shivia Livelihoods Foundation
organised Shivia and Nirdhan  to
lead a two day Senior Leadership
training session, “Unconventional
Learnings” with the Tata
Management Training Centre. It
was a wonderful opportunity to
engage with Tata’s executives in
the US and India. As planned, we
phased out the Goat Farming
programme, ensuring that all 371
farmers were trained to continue
their enterprise. We produced a
Goat Farming manual to
document our knowledge. Covid
cases in India started to soar with
the second wave. 
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The Nirdhan team responded quickly to the Covid crisis
and by mid-June we had several new initiatives in place.

Education
In the early days when no one had heard of Covid, the
field staff explained to farmers what was happening and
distributed Government of India information flyers about
the virus. They encouraged our farmers to wear face-
masks and promoted good hygiene and social distancing
practices given the large numberof migrant
workersreturning to the villages. They also
providedcorrect information and advice from the
Government of India quashing fears and rumours that
were circulating on social media that livestock was
spreading the virus.

Distribution of donated goods
Over the years, Nirdhan’s field staff have gained trust with
local communities as well as the end-mile reach to those
in desperate need. Once we had gained permissions for
the field staff to move around,they started distributing
donated goods relatedto Covid (soaps,sanitisers and face-
masks) and essential goodsthat the communities could
not access including sanitary napkins for the women, rice,
dal, biscuits and cooking oils. We ensuredall the field staff
were – and continue to be - properly protected with PPE:
surgical masks, double- layered cotton reusable
handmademasks, gloves and face shields.

Mask-making and distribution
We quickly re-positioned ourselves given we could not
carry out our usual operations. The communities where
we work had lost most meansof livelihood and at the
same time were being advised to wear masks that were
unavailable or unaffordable to them. We trained some of
them to tailor masks and paid them a small income to do
so. We also distributed masks provided by other
organisations. In total, we distributed 22,428 masks of
which 7,766 were tailored by women we trained in the
communities where we work. The vast majority (20,000)
were distributed to Shivia farmer communities, 150 to the
children and foster parents at Familia Home where
Shivia’s first location is based and the remainder to the
local police, civic officers, volunteers and hospital staff.

Coping with COVID 
March-May 2020: national lockdown
across India

11

Malati 
Mandal
“Thank you for bringing the
mask making equipment to
my village and teaching me
to sew masks to protect our
community. The money I was
paid was so valuable.The
lockdown meant I could not
earn any money from my
chickens.”



Life during lockdown was extraordinary by anyone’s standards but for someone who has been to
Kolkata and experienced the hustle and bustle of those busy streets, the thought of those streets
emptied of people, cars, rickshaws, taxis and bicycles is almost impossible to imagine...but a video
shot in April 2020 (produced by Genesis) gives us a glimpse of a city transformed by Covid. 

THE SECOND WAVE 
At the time of writing, India is emerging from its tragic second wave of Covid that surged through
the country in early March 2021, leaving millions of families grievingfor their loved ones due to
shortages of oxygen, hospital beds, vaccines and other medicines. Only weeks before, it looked as
thoughIndia had beaten the pandemic.

The Government’s approachto Covid in March 2021 was different from the previous March partly due
to the financial devastation that the national lockdown caused between 24th March – 30th May.
During the lockdown, all non-critical businesses and services were closed except for hospitals,
grocery stores and pharmacies. There was a total ban on leaving home for non-essential purposes. All
publictransport was suspendedand schools closed.Millions of migrantworkers returned to their
villages
– often walking miles and miles as no transportwas available – losing their livelihoods in the process.
However, rural penetration of the virus remained relatively low.

From March 2021, the virus swept through both the urban and rural areas at an alarming rate. Many
people in rural areas had stoppedfollowing practices such as social distancing and wearing face-
masks, festivalswere held and election rallies, including in West Bengal, took place in four States and
one Union territory. People did not want to be tested for fear of losing their livelihoods and income as
a result of a positive test. Despitethis, there was no national lockdownbut State-led ones instead; in
West Bengal,activity was still allowed between 7-10am, for example.

Many of our farmers and Nirdhan’s field staff have fallen ill recently and are isolatingat home.
Chandrani and the Field Supervisors are actively calling the farmers to try and gather data so we can
help them get back on their two feet when staff have recovered and normal services can resume
again.

www.nirdhan.org

Life during lockdown
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Our programmes target some
of the poorest families livingin
rural areas surrounding the city
of Kolkata.

We have developed a social
impact assessment
questionnaire, specific to rural
India, which allows us to
identify the people who are in
most need of our intervention
and measure their progress out
of poverty.

We have also conducted in-
depthsurveys (in 2016 and 2020)
to develop an accurate profile
of the families we are
workingwith.

► Live below the poverty line (in
Bengal this is described as an annual
income below Rs. 27,000 - about
£280)
► Work as poorly paid, daily-wage
labourers in agriculture. One member
of the household maybe migrating to
the city or other states for work
► Live in rudimentary houses with no
access to runningwater or a proper
toilet
► Cook on a clay-based ‘chula’ and
collect firewood for fuel

Women are particularly
disadvantaged - if they can find work
they may be paid half as much as
men and have littlesay on spending
decisions.

Our beneficiaries
in West Bengal

Typically the
people we help 





Our Poultry Development Services Programme (PDS) is directly aligned toseveral
of the Sustainable Development Goalswith a particular focus on 5 and 8, gender
equality and decent work and economic growth.

PDS provides the tools and training – “the toolkit” – for families living in poverty,
especially women, to start an enterprise from home by raising chickensand selling
the produce.

For the first two years, the families receive one-to-one support from our Livelihood
Service Providers (LSPs) in what we term the Individual Model; farmers receive the
toolkitsto their doorstep and the LSPs provide the excellentservice and hand-
holding they need to have the confidence to start and run a backyard
poultryenterprise.

When they are ready,the LSPs helpthe farmers to form groups under what we
term the Group Model so that over time they can procure the toolkit parts on their
own and operate their poultry enterprises without our intervention.

www.nirdhan.org

Poultry Development 
Services 
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Our superb trainingis reflected in the mortality rates of the chicks declining every
year from 30% in our first year of operations to less than 2% consistently for the past
five years.

We train our farmers in how to build a coop relevant to their house and plot, how to
vaccinate and medicate the chicks, how to feed the chicks cheaply but well and
how to look after them especially given the dramatic changes in climate from the
very hot summers to the cold winters and then the rainy monsoon season in
between. We also train them in how to save, grow their enterprises or invest
theiradditional income into other enterprises. As farmers transition into theGroup
Model, we train them in how to be part of a group, how to deal directly with
suppliers, how to collecttheir toolkit parts from central points and how to grow
their enterprises through, for example, buildingmore permanent coops.

Cyclone Amphan, the most devastating cyclone in over a century, hit West Bengal
on 20thMay and many of our farmers’ chickencoops were heavilydamaged. An
incredible result is that no mortalityof chickens or ducks was reported due to the
Cyclone. This is because the farmers moved their chicks inside and many of the
chicken coops were empty or filled with very few birds due to the lack of
distributions in March and April. They had sold most of their previous flocks in
February, March and Aprilduring the initialspread of Covid.It was remarkable how
quicklyour farmers rebuiltor repaired their coops utilisingwood from the
uprootedtrees, branches, twigs, leavesand bamboo; all free natural resources.
Farmers commented over and over that out LSPs were instrumental in reducing
the impact by giving them warning that the Cyclone was coming and advice to
them after when rebuilding the coops.

www.nirdhan.org

Importance of Training 

19 
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Covid 19 and PDS 
This is our tenth year of running PDS
and never have we felt the programme
has been more important than
helpingto get our farmer communities
back on theirtwo feet after the first
Covid lockdownin March
– May 2020 as well as following the
devastating Cyclone Amphan also in
May. Many migrantlabourers returned
to the villages during lockdown and the
families relied solely on their PDS
income.

Initially, the impact of Covid was very
worrying for PDS as “fake news” spread
fast on social media saying that animals
and chickens were spreading the
coronavirus; video clips went viral of
farmers in other states burying
chickensalive because they felt they
were infectedwith the virus. The
poultryindustry was quickly devastated
and the prices of chickens and eggs fell
drastically in the local and city markets
of West Bengal from Rs. 150-60 per Kg
or Rs. 280-200 per bird to more like Rs.
70-80 per Kgor Rs. 140-160 per bird.=

However, we deployed our LSPs quicklyto
educate our beneficiaries that this was simply
not true and to spreadthese messages
furtherinto the communities. The rumours,
combinedwith the lockdown restrictions,
meant there were only toolkit distributions for
the first half of March and no distributions at all
in April. In May, we were given permissions for
our LSPs to move around.Following this,
farmers registered for new PDS toolkits; they no
longer believedthe rumours and many had no
other forms of livelihood since their husbands
and sons had returnedto the villages from the
cities.

After Covid broke out we held several Board
meetings online to relook at our annual plan
and devise several key principles to best
protect our beneficiaries and staff. We were
unsure about the fundraising landscape and
about when our staff would be able to resume
normal services. We decided to only support
our existing PDS farmers to complete their
journey out of poverty before enrolling new
ones onto the programme; to achieve this we
focused on the Group Model to make those
farmers independent of us. Finally,we put the
opening of our sixthlocation on hold despite
monthsof research to find one that satisfiedour
“new location” criteria.

We had to make tough decisions too – to service
fewer farmers, we required fewer field staff. We
let go of four PDS LSPs and operated for the year
with a team of 22 staff: five field supervisors and
17 LSPs. Of these, seven have continued to deliver
the Individual Model and ten have transitioned
into delivering the Group Model. 



For the year under review, we distributed 11,606 toolkits to 1,342 farmers already on the
programme. We distributed fewer toolkits than in the previous threeyears due to no
distributions at all during the first lockdownand our focus on both forming groupsand
facilitating other farmers to graduate from our programme.

The path to independence: graduating from the Individual to Group Model and beyond
In July 2018, after an initial pilot, we introduced our Group Model to our more
experienced farmers where they now source the toolkit parts on their own and sell
their produce further afield without the need for our assistance. During this financial
year we formed 17 groups comprising 428 members.

www.nirdhan.org 21

PDS Progress Report
Since 2011, we have distributed 97,733
toolkits to a total of 14,807 families
across1,348 villages of West Bengal

We are delighted that 945 of our farmers are now
operating completely independently of us, sourcing
the chicks, feed, vaccinations and medications on their
own. This year, 465 of those became independent
often with enterprises of over 250 birds. Of the 11,606
toolkits distributed in 2020-21, 4,099 were to individual
farmers, 4,051 to farmers who had already formed
groups and 3,456 were distributed directly by the
suppliers to the groups.Behind the scenes,we
continued to check that the suppliers were providing
the farmers with good qualitychicks, on time and at
the same competitive prices.



On top of the economic benefits, our impact data shows that 32% of
our farmers choose to spend their additional funds from PDS on
sendingtheir children to school or keeping them there
throughprivate tuition. At a time when millions of children have not
been able to go to school, there are alarming reports that many,
especially girls, will never return as they can’t afford it or are needed
to work. PDS may provide at least some hope to our farmers whose
biggest aspiration has always been for their children to have a
better chance in life than they did and this usually starts with an
education. Many of our female farmers have been using their
additional income to top up their mobile phones so that their
children could access online learningprovisions. As soon as
schoolsopened in mid-February, parents started sendingtheir
children to their privatetuition groups again.

www.nirdhan.org 22

Impacts of PDS 
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Farmers typically take 15-20 toolkits per year for two years before we transition
them into the Group Model to become poultry farmers; graduate them into our
AMS or Goat Farming Programmes or encourage them to start a second
enterprise altogether. They are able to do all these thingsdue to the
combination of supplementary income from PDS, increased confidence and
knowledge of how to do so. They see PDS as a “stepping stone” towards a
brighter future.

The majority of our farmers who start or expand second enterprises focus on
grocery stores from their homes, helping their husbands with agri-related
products or tailoring by buying a second-hand sewing machine or the materials
to tailor clothes and items such as face masks.

The least popular was setting up chicken stores, with only 2% of beneficiaries
being interested! 

Working towards
permenant change!

23

Starting a second enterprise 
45%

Helping husbands with Agri costs 
23%

Food stalls 
15%

Sewing/ Tailoring 
10%

Handicrafts 
5%
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We have heard many reportsof how delighted our
farmerswere to receive toolkits again in May and
re-start their poultry enterprises - a glimmer of
hope amid a bleak backdrop.

One inspiring example is that of Mamoni who
registered with us in 2019 under tragic
circumstances. Her husband had recently died of
a heart attack,leaving her and her two sons
withoutan income. The eldest, Subhankar, was
preparing to leave home to find work as an
agricultural labourer in another part of the
countrywhen he heard about our PDS
programmeand told his mother about it.

One year on, Mamoni has developed a really
successful poultry enterprise and managed to
save some money for the familyto start a second
small business which Subhankar is running - he
rents a noodle making machine and sells chicken
chowmein meals in the village! The machine has
been invaluable in the months since
lockdown,providing a much-needed second
source of income for the family.

Mamoni was delighted to tell us one more piece
of good news - Subhankar is getting married at
the end of the year, which is making her feel very
positive and happy after the challengesthey have
facedwith Covid. She credits their change in
fortune sinceher husband’s prematuredeath to
her little chickenfarming business.

Mamoni's Story 
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Our aim with PDS is for our farmers to become financially
independent. We have also developed the model so that there is some
financial sustainability for Shivia and Nirdhan.

In the Individual Model, the cost of each toolkit including all the
elements and the mentoring and training is 1100 INR. We ask our
farmers to contribute 400 INR towards each toolkit. This is the level
they can afford or are able to find from family and friends rather than
going to local, expensive money lenders. Contributing towards the
toolkits means they have a sense of ownership, attend the training and
look after their birds with pride. It also contributes to the financial
sustainability of Shivia and Nirdhan, enabling us to distribute more
toolkits.

In the last year, we received fewer contributions from farmers as we
distributed fewer toolkits due to Covid. We also focused more on the
Group Model where farmers contribute c. £3.50 per toolkit.During the
first lockdown, the chick supplier(Kegg), reduced the price of day-old
chicksand so we were able to reduce the price of toolkitsaccordingly
during that period
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Financial Sustainability 
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Three years ago, Leena used to work for some
local agents and spent her days making ropes out
of jute. It was arduous, poorly paid work. Her
husband worked as an apprentice for a local
carpenter but they still struggledto make ends
meet.

Then, in 2019, Leena met Majida, our Livelihood
Service Provider who works in the area near
Leena’s village. Over the next two years, Majida
taught Leena everything she needed to know
about raising chickens, selling the products and
saving for the future.When Covid strucklast year,
things took a turn for the worst as Leena’s
husband lost his job but her chickens saved the
day. By selling birds and eggs at the local market, 

Leena's Story 
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Leena was able to keep the money coming in. Not only did she buy some goats to
add to their farming enterprise but she also bought a mobile phone whichallowed
her daughterto access schoolclasses online duringlockdown. Now Leenahas a large
flock of over 70 birds and is a memberof one of our PDS farmer groups. She is
confident that soon she will be running her business completely independently of
our support.







Our AMS programme is directly aligned to Sustainable Development Goal 2: End hunger,
achievefood security, improvenutrition and promotesustainable agriculture as well as Goal 12:
Responsible Production and Consumption. The programme helps poor families, who typically
lease unproductive land that has been subjectto overuse of chemicals, earn money from
agriculture in an environmentally-friendly, affordable and sustainable way.

AMS comprises a number of interlinked interventions: forming Farmer InterestGroups (FIGs)
of 15 or so farmers; soil testing to ascertain the chemical imbalance and what is required to
redress this; providing training and advice on affordable and environmentally-friendly farming
techniques and products; helping the FIGs to open bank accounts; linking the FIGs to
government programmes which farmers are unaware of or cannot do on their own and also
linking them to suppliers of agri-inputs including bio-products. Even though the bio-
pesticides and bio-fertilisers are largely made at home from cow dung, cow urine, jaggery,
garlic, turmeric, oil cakes, neem leaves, akanda leaves (milkweed) and local grass,they still
have to supplement them with boughtproducts.

AMS now operates in four of our five locations (Familia, Sundia, Kolaghat and Babnan) and to
date we have covered 236 villages.The Programme is carried out by a team of four Field
Supervisors (also responsible for PDS and to date Goat Farming), our specialist in agriculture
and twelve LSPs. As with PDS, we had to reduce the team by three staff and hope to
expandagain when fundraising improves. The agricultural specialist left at the end of the year
and so we will be recruiting two more part-time specialists in due course.
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Agri Management Services 
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As with PDS, the AMS programme has been more important than ever this
year for our farmers. The widespread disruption caused by the Citizenship
Amendment Act (CAA) in December 2019, the first Covid lockdown in March –
May 2020 and the devastating Cyclone Amphan all ledto chaos for our
farmersand their families. During lockdown, many migrant labourers returned
to the villages with no form of livelihood and so demand for AMS was very
high.

The lockdown meant our staff were unable to move around until we had
permissions to do so. Our services were limitedto phone calls only and we did
not enrol any new farmers or form any groups for two whole months despite
March typically being a busy period for AMS where we take on around 280
new farmers.

Following the Covid outbreak, as with PDS, the Board re- looked at our annual
plan for AMS and worked off the same key principlesto best protect our
beneficiaries and staff. We budgeted to enrol 1,287 farmers onto the AMS
programme which was less than we had achieved in 2019-20. We thought
that the CAA protests may return during the year. Unlike with PDS, we agreed
to still add new farmers and expand AMS as the fixed cost of the staff is largely
the cost of the programme unlike in PDS and Goat Farming where toolkit
parts have to be bought
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Covid and Cyclone Amphan

Cyclone Amphan struck West Bengal as well as the neighbouring State of
Odisha and Bangladesh on 20th May 2020. It was considered the strongest
storm to hit the region in over a centuary. Many of the farmers in our AMS
programme suffered huge losses due to the devastation of crops as well as
widespread damage to houses and livestock. Thankfully in May our staff were
able to move around. Our team of Field Supervisors and Livelihood Service
Providers worked extremely hard to connect the farmers to government
schemes providing financial compensation for crop damage due to the
cyclone. They assessed the damage, collected data, took the farmers to
government officers and helped them complete and submit the necessary
forms. Sundia was the worst affected location where many crops, seasonal
vegetables and paddy fields were flooded and destroyed. In other locations,
such as Kanchrapara (Familia), mango and lychee trees fell and paddy fields
and vegetables were ruined. At Kolaghat, our fourth location, the River
Rupnarayan’s embankment was breached causing flooding to the crop fields
and damage to our farmers’ houses close to the riverbank.



For the year in review, we registered 1,778 new farmerson the programme.
This was higher than the budget as the CAA protests* did not resume after
the initial lockdown and migrant labourers who had returned home were
desperateto join the programme.
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AMS Progress Report
We started AMS in 2014 and have
worked with 5,699 farmers in total. 

Over the course of the
year, we completed soil
tests for all 1,778 new
farmersand formed 113
Farmer Interest Groups,
bringingthe total to 348

The team was able to open seven bank
accounts for the FIGs, bringing the total
to date to 69. Through regular group
savings, farmers are able to pool their
resources and rent or buy much
needed machinery.



One of the ways we help to make farming affordable is by linking our Farmer
Interest Groups to government agri-programmes for free agri- related productsand
training.

Over the last year, throughthe Farmer InterestGroups, our team has facilitated 1,706
links for our farmersto various government programmes, giving them benefits they
could not have had access to as individual, small holder farmers. The total value of
these benefits amounts to about 10,500,00 INR  in real terms.

Farmershave reported that some of the most important links our LSPs made were
for them to receive crop damage compensation following Cyclone Amphan. The
LSPs went above and beyond helping farmers to ascertain the damage and fill out
and file all the necessary forms. When the State Government announced
compensation, the team met block development officers to find out the terms and
conditions of the compensation as well as the required paperwork. In June and July,
they helped the farmers to fill out the forms and submitthem along with other
documents such as bank account details and identification checks. They continually
followed up with the block offices, accompanied by FIG representatives, andassisted
officers visiting our farmers’ fieldsto assess the extent of the damage.
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Making Farming Affordable 

Contributing towards financial sustainability: Each farmer contributes Rs. 100 or Rs.
200 (dependent on the location) on registration for the holistic service they then
receive over the next two years, after which they are fully equipped to continue their
farming enterprise independently of us. Their contribution ensures they value the
training service we provide and helps with our own financial sustainability. In 2020/21
we received £2,093 in farmer contributions which will be reinvested in the AMS
programme.



Our data shows that our farmers are making, on average, 40% additional income
from AMS – as a result far fewer men are migratingto cities to find work and many
are returning to their villageto take up farming

The impact of AMS is staggering and has been particularly pertinent during this Covid
year with input costs down by 15% and yields increased by 30%. Farmers have also
changed, on average, to using 50% bio- products as opposed to 80% chemical
products when we started. Much of the feedback is that families are able to stay
together; by generating income from the land, the men do not have to migrate to the
cities in search of work. Following lockdown, many men decided not to returnto the
cities as they saw profitsin farming for the first time ever. The farmersare also
delighted that once trainedthey are no longer relianton Shivia and Nirdhan as they
have obtained life-long skills.

Unlike in PDS where over 90% of our farmersare female, AMS is largelydominated by
men, more often than not our PDS farmers’ husbands. Whereas 32% of our PDS
farmers spend their additional income on educatingtheir children, their husbands
tend to use their incometo lease more land - 60% of AMS farmersreported this as their
spending priority. The jump from them leasing two bighas (one bigha is c. 1/3 acre) of
land when we startedto between 3 - 6 bighas of land now has given our farmersreal
confidence that they can earn a living in the villages rather than migrating to the
cities in the hope of finding some unskilled work and sending remittance home. They
are also able to lease betterquality land closerto home.
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Impacts of AMS 



Throughreporting and video
footage from the field staff, we see
endlessexamples of fields where
the difference between using bio
and chemical pesticides and
fertilisers is stark. The team always
emphasises how our impact is
way beyond the 5,699 farmers we
have registered and trained.
“Seeing is believing” in the
ruralareas and thousands of
farmers have started
copyingthose on our programme
by learning methods of planting
seeds, bio-fertilisers, bio-pesticides
and finding out about
government schemes. This is
leading to whole areas
transforming their farming
techniques.
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AMS proves bio is best 
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This is Nirapada, one of our AMS farmers
at our locationin Sundia.He joined us in
2019 after seeing how well other local
farmers were doing on our AMS
programme. At the time, the soil on his
small plot of land was so depletedafter
years of using chemical fertilisers and
pesticides that he was unable to grow
enough produce to make farming
affordable. He and his wife tried to
supplement their income by working as
labourers on other farms but found
themselves gettingdeeper and deeper
into debt.

Since joiningAMS and getting training
from Gour, one of our LSPs at Sundia,
Nirapada’s fortunes have changed
significantly. Gour linked him to a
government programmefor making a
vermi-composting bed at home and
now he uses this to fertilise his land
instead of using chemicals. The results
are amazingand he says he is earning
double what he used to. He also sells the
compost to other local farmers, or the
worms so they can start theirown vermi-
composting bed. Nirapada and his wife
no longer have to work for other farmers
and are paying off their debts. They are
happy to be earning money from doing
what they love best– farming!

Nirapada’s story
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We first launched our Goat Farming
Programme in 2016 and offered this
newenterprise predominantly to women
on our PDS programme who were unable
to expand their poultry enterprises due to
lack of space and had no access to land to
move into AMS. Graduating them into
Goat Farmingprovided a sustainable
income for them and, due to the nature of
the model, provided an income for
Shivia/Nirdhan too. A total of 371 families
have benefitted from this programme.

Our model for Goat Farming
When we register a farmer for our Goat
Farming Programme, as with PDS and
AMS, we ask for a small contribution of
Rs. 500 towards the costs. After a period of
27 months, the farmer is ready to carry on
her enterprise without our help and
financialsupport. She has a herd of about
eleven goats with a total value of around
Rs. 27,000  and is in a securenposition to
take on the financial responsibility of her
livestock which costs, on average, Rs. 400 
 per month for vaccines, medicines and
insurance.

Our income for the programme is derived
from the initial Rs. 500 contribution paid
by the farmer, plus a supplyof goat kids
from her herd which we can then sell or
give to new farmers joining the
programme.

Goat Farming 
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For the year under
review, 415 goat kids
were born, 147 were
returned to Nirdhan and
96 sold bringing in an
income of Rs. 100,200.
Nirdhan sold a further 43
parent goats for 
Rs. 49,050







At the beginning of the year, with the uncertainty around funding due to
Covid, our Board took the decision to phase out the Goat Farming
Programme so that we could focus on our core programmes in West
Bengal, Poultry Development Services and Agri-management Services.
We therefore did not take on any new farmersin 2020-21 but made a
commitment to ensure all existing farmerswould have a goat enterprise
by the end of the year that they could run on their own.

We are proud that the Nirdhan team achieved this and all 371 farmers on
the programme now have a sustainable goat- farmingenterprise, often
their sole sourceof income.

Sadly, we had to make the five goat LSPs redundant but we hope to
recruit them again when the funding landscape settles and improves.

Cyclone Amphan was very destructive to our Goat farming Programme;
many goat kids and calves were washed away from houses and our
farmers could not retrievethem. Before and during the Cyclone, villagers
were taken to shelter camps but they could not carry their livestock with
them; when they returnedmany had also been stolen. It was not possible
for us to claim on the insurance as there was no proof of either loss or theft
becauseyou have to present the deceased goat to getcompensation. The
worst area was at Babnan location in the villageof Dhanekhali where we
had distributed parent goats to more than 200 families, most of whom live
in mud houses or sheds. We made the decision to replace the parent
goats for these familiesregardless of the insurance.
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Challenges of Covid
and Cyclone Amphan

Mina joined us at the very start of the
programme in 2016 and now manages her goat
farming enterprise completely independently of
us. Her income means that her husband no
longer migrates to the city in search of work – in
fact, she has helped him start another enterprise
in selling fish, inspiringa permanent and positive
changeto their lives.























THANK YOU FOR YOUR
PATIENCE! 

info@nirdhan.org
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NIRDHAN
DEVELOPMENT AND
MICROFINANCE 
EMPOWERS THE POOREST TO CREATE
LIVELIHOODS, BOOST INCOME AND INSPIRE
PERMENANT CHANGE! 


